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Warwick Bronze Vases, Barbedienne Edition. XIXth Century

2 600 EUR

Signature : Barbedienne

Period : 19th century

Condition : Parfait état

Material : Bronze

Width : 27 cm

Diameter : 29 cm

Height : 17 cm

https://www.proantic.com/en/266023-warwick-bronze-vases-b

arbedienne-edition-xixth-century.html

Dealer

Pipat Antiquités
Antiques Dealer in Bordeaux for 4 Generations

Tel : 06 81 90 28 74

Mobile : 06 63 21 57 93

64 rue Notre-Dame

Bordeaux 33000

Description

Pair of cups reinterpreting the Warwick Cup, a

monumental Roman marble vase adorned with

Bacchic motifs and discovered in the ruins of

Hadrian's villa in Tivoli in 1771. In 1774, it was

brought back by William Hamilton from Italy to

Italy. England. If the British Museum refused to

acquire it, the cup made the happiness of George

Greville, Earl of Warwick, who bought the

object. Since 1978, the vase has been on display

in the Burrell Collection in Glasgow.

This vase has been the subject of numerous

copies, but Barbedienne offers a reinterpretation.

Under the upper edge decorated with patterns of

ovals and vine leaves, high relief masks represent



figures of bearded men - probably fauns - and

figures of women, probably a Bacchante.

The handles take the form of tortuous vines while

the cup rests on a pedestal.

Delivery worldwide.

Favor the purchase of antiques is favorable and

sustainable development! Discover all our

furniture, objects and lighting on our website:

www.pipat-antiquites.fr

This cup can be seen in our Bordeaux store, at 64

rue Notre-Dame in the Chartrons district.

Dimensions:

Height: 17 cm

Width: 27 cm

Diameter: 29 cm

Price: 2600 EUR

Your purchases are carefully packaged by us to

ensure their integrity right up to your delivery

address. Do not hesitate to contact us for more

information.

Delivery price in metropolitan France: 75 EUR

Delivery price in Europe: 115 EUR

Delivery price to other destinations: 175 EUR


